Systems with dissipation can be described using contact geometry. We introduce the concepts of symmetries and dissipation laws for contact Hamiltonian systems and study the relation between them. This is an ongoing collaboration with
Introduction
In many mechanical systems without dissipation, we are interested in quantities (like energy or the different momenta) which are conserved along a solution. They are an effective tool to understand and integrate the system. From a physical point of view, if a system has dissipation, these quantities are not conserved. Since damped systems rarely have a standard Lagrangian or Hamiltonian formulation, this problem can not be studied with the usual tools.
There is a growing interest in describing the geometrical framework of dissipated or damped systems, specifically using contact geometry [1, 3, 4, 5] . All of them are described by ordinary differential equations to which some terms that account for the dissipation or damping have been added. In order to provide a variational formulation for these systems, contact geometry introduces a new variable or parameter, together with a new set of equations. It turns out that this variable is closely related to the action itself, and some authors consider these theories as described by an action-dependent Lagrangian. Contact Hamiltonian systems provide us the geometric framework we will use to analyse symmetries and (non)-conserved quantities.
First we will present the geometric structures of the contact formalism, and contact Hamiltonian systems. Then we will define several classes of symmetries for this kind of systems, which have different properties.
The analogous concept of conserved quantities are called dissipated quantities. In the contact formalism, the evolution of these quantities is determined by a dissipation law. We will also show how to construct conserved quantities from dissipated quantities.
It is possible to relate symmetries with dissipated quantities, in a result inspired in Noether's Theorem. We will briefly discuss how this relation works. Finally, we will apply this tools to the motion in a gravitational field with friction.
This framework can be extended to describe field theories with dissipation introducing the concept of k-contact structures [2] .
Contact Manifolds and Contact Hamiltonian Systems
As a consequence of the condition that η ∧ (dη) ∧n is a volume form we have a decomposition of TM , induced by η, in the form TM = ker dη ⊕ ker η. Therefore, there exists a unique vector field R ∈ X(M ), which is called Reeb vector field, such that
This vector field generates the distribution ker dη, which is called the Reeb distribution. In a contact manifold one can prove the existence of Darboux-type coordinates: 
These are the so-called Darboux or canonical coordinates of the contact manifold (M, η).
In Darboux coordinates, the Reeb vector field is R| U = ∂ ∂s .
The vector field X H is the contact Hamiltonian vector field associated to H and the equations (2) are the contact Hamiltonian equations for this vector field. The triple (M, η, H) is a contact Hamiltonian system.
As a consequence of the definition of X H we have the following relation, which expresses the dissipation of the Hamiltonian:
Taking Darboux coordinates (q i , p i , s), the contact Hamiltonian vector field is
and its integral curves γ(t) = (q i (t), p i (t), s(t)) are solutions of
Symmetries and Dissipation Laws for Contact Hamiltonian Systems
One can consider different concepts of symmetry in a dynamical system, which depend on which structure they preserve. We will define dynamical symmetries, which preserve the space of solutions, and contact symmetries, which preserve the geometric structure.
Let (M, η, H) be a contact Hamiltonian system with Reeb vector field R, and X H the contact Hamiltonian vector field for this system; that is, the solution to the Hamilton equations (2). • Φ is a contact symmetry if
Y is an infinitesimal contact symmetry if its local flows are contact symmetries; that is,
Every (infinitesimal) contact symmetry preserves the Reeb vector field; that is, Φ * R = R (or [Y, R] = 0). We have that an (infinitessimal) contact symmetry is an (infinitessimal) dynamical symmetry.
Associated with symmetries of contact Hamiltonian systems are the concepts of dissipated and conserved quantities:
• A conserved quantity of a contact Hamiltonian system if L X H F = 0 .
• A dissipated quantity of a contact Hamiltonian system if L X H F = −(L R H) F .
For contact Hamiltonian systems, symmetries are associated with dissipated quantities as follows: In particular, the Hamiltonian vector field X H is trivially a dynamical symmetry and its dissipated quantity is the energy, F = −i(X H )η = H; that is:
The Dissipation theorem is similar to the classical Noether's theorem. The converse of this result, that is, if every dissipated quantity is associated to an infinitesimal dynamical symmetry, is not true in general. Nevertheless, we can characterize them as follows: for any function F , we have an associated vector field: F = −i(Y F )η, namely Y F = −F R. Then, the results follows using a theorem in [5] : Every dissipated quantity changes with the same rate (−R(H)), which suggests that the quotient of two dissipated quantities should be a conserved quantity. Indeed: Proposition 3.5. Given two functions F 1 , F 2 ∈ C ∞ (M ):
• If F 1 and F 2 are dissipated quantities and F 2 = 0, then F 1 /F 2 is a conserved quantity.
• If F 1 is a dissipated quantity and F 2 is a conserved quantity, then F 1 G 2 is a dissipated quantity.
If H = 0, it is possible to assign a conserved quantity to an infinitesimal dynamical symmetry Y . Indeed, from Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.5, the function −i(Y )η/H is a conserved quantity.
Finally, contact symmetries can be used to generate new dissipated quantities from a given dissipated quantity. In fact, as a corollary of definitions 3.2 and 3.1 we obtain: Proposition 3.6. If Φ : M → M is a contact symmetry and F : M → R is a dissipated quantity, then so is Φ * F .
Example: Motion in a gravitational field with friction
Consider the motion of a particle in a vertical plane under the action of constant gravity, with friction proportional to velocity. Which leads to the following equations for curves:
x + γẋ = 0 ,ÿ + γẏ + g = 0 ,ṡ = 1 2 p 2 x + p 2 y m − mgy − γs .
One can check that the Energy is dissipated:
L X H H = −γH. Moreover, we have that ∂H ∂x = 0, thus ∂ ∂x is a contact symmetry. p x is the associated dissipated quantity and L X H p x = −γp x . Finally, we have the following conserved quantity: H/p x = (mp 2 /2 + mgy + γs)/p x .
